Figure 23. EMC Land-1
conductivity cross-sections
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Figure 24. EMCLand-2 conductivity cross-sections
Figure 25. Mohave Lateral survey area
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Figure 26: Mohave Lateral average conductivity and land resistivity locations
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Figure 27. Mohave Lateral conductivity cross-section (part 1 of 3)
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Figure 28. Mohave Lateral conductivity cross-section (part 2 of 3)
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Figure 29. Mohave Lateral conductivity cross-section (part 3 of 3)
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Figure 30. Mohave Land-1 conductivity cross-sections
Figure 31. Mohave-Land-2 conductivity cross-sections
Figure 32. East Highline Canal (north)
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Figure 33. East Highline Canal (south) survey area
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Figure 34. East Highline (north) average conductivity and land resistivity locations
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Figure 35. East Highline (south) average conductivity and land resistivity locations